Goodyear Fleet Online Solutions
Efficient Fleet Administration

Goodyear.eu/truck
Increasing visibility of your fleet’s tyre management system will help your business run more smoothly; giving you time to focus on the bigger picture.

**Operational efficiency:** Unexpected vehicle stoppages impact operational output. How do you ensure a consistent, efficient service across your fleet?

**Maximise productivity:** Wasted time and lost paperwork. How can you make your administrative workload less of a burden?

**Centralised system:** Multiple suppliers, multiple management systems and platforms. How do you maintain a consistent tyre policy across your organisation?

**Simplify administration:** It’s challenging when tyre invoices come from different providers, even more so if they are at different prices or from other countries.

**Increase visibility:** A lack of the right information can make it difficult to keep an eye on the total cost of your tyres. Understand previous jobs performed, record the performed job, capture details and ensure no information is lost.

**Data collection:** Data plays a critical role in optimising your service and keeping your customers ahead of the game.

*But tyre management is a significant daily challenge for commercial fleets.*

Having complete control of your fleet’s tyre management takes qualified personnel and administrative support.

**The answer is Goodyear FleetOnlineSolutions.**

FleetOnlineSolutions simplifies your life by bringing everything into a simple and consolidated system on your laptop or phone. You are more connected to your fleet’s tyre management than ever before, with access to information anytime, anywhere.
**WHAT IS GOODYEAR FLEETONLINESOLUTIONS?**

Goodyear FleetOnlineSolutions is an innovative online tyre management system. It connects our service providers directly with fleet customer information delivering a premium service with the speed and efficiency your business demands.

It stores everything you need to run a fleet in one place. Not just information about your vehicles and their tyres – but the contractual and financial details that you need to have to hand. Want to know the agreed terms and policy details with each supplier? It’s all in there.

**SUPPORTED BY GOODYEAR EJOB**

Goodyear eJob is a mobile tyre management application that supports Goodyear FleetOnlineSolutions. eJob automates and streamlines the total truck and bus fleet inspection process, from registration to maintenance, road assistance, retreading and warranty for service providers. It can be installed on an Android tablet* and mobile**. eJob enables easier communication and greater transparency between service partner and fleets.

Find out more at www.goodyear.eu/truck.

---

**ONLINE TYRE MANAGEMENT**
- Tyre management from any device.
- Contracted work carried out on any vehicle, at any time.
- Efficient service minimises downtime.

**REPORTING & AUTHORISATION**
- Summarised reports in an easy-to-read format.
- Comprehensive service history at your fingertips.
- A useful authorisation and approval tool.

**SERVICE CONSISTENCY**
- The right service at the right time.
- Links service providers directly to your fleet’s tyre policy.
- Fast, efficient response to keeping your fleet on the move.

**CENTRALISED BILLING**
- Invoicing made simple.
- Consolidated into correct currencies for payment.
- Provides a single, monthly statement.

---

*OS 7 and above. **Available for Android mobile in 2022.
BENEFITS AND ADVANTAGES*
GOODYEAR FLEETONLINESOLUTIONS:
FOCUS ON THE ROAD AHEAD

These benefits and advantages can be experienced by Goodyear customers but are not guaranteed.
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